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Editors' Choice: Osprey Raptor 10

Osprey Raptor 10 Review
Hydration Pack

Street Price: Varies from $119 – $130 | Compare prices at 8 resellers

Pros: Great storage for size, light, 3-liter reservoir, durable, stable

Cons: Still underestimated for more serious bike rides

Best Uses: Full day bike rides and hikes

User Rating: (3.0 of 5) based on 0 reviews

Manufacturer: Osprey

Overview

With every pack, we found numerous drawbacks, poor design features, or things hindering our ability to have the best experience, whether hiking, biking, or climbing. However, as hard as we tried, we couldn’t find any cons to the Raptor. While its design isn’t stunning or full of bells and whistles, its comfort, integration with the hydration system, and overall usability made it our favorite pack we tested, earning it the coveted Editors' Choice distinction.

While we were really happy with elements of each pack, there was only one pack that didn’t have drawbacks that made us rethink them as a well rounded choice—the Osprey Raptor 10. The Raptor's great storage, solid stability, and overall usability made it our favorite choice, and the decision was echoed by every mountain biker we made take it for a spin. Though it didn't dominate any certain category, its well rounded performance makes it a great choice for a great multipurpose pack, even though it's pegged as a mountain bike specific pack by Osprey.